We initiate a non-perturbative study of anisotropic, non-conformal and confining gauge theories that are holographically realized in gravity by generic Einstein-Axion-Dilaton systems. In the vacuum our solutions describe RG flows from a conformal field theory in the UV to generic scaling solutions in the IR with generic hyperscaling violation and dynamical exponents θ and z. We formulate a generalization of the holographic c-theorem to the anisotropic case. At finite temperature, we discover that the anisotropic deformation reduces the confinement-deconfinement phase transition temperature suggesting a possible alternative explanation of inverse magnetic catalysis solely based on anisotropy. We also study transport and diffusion properties in anisotropic theories and observe in particular that the butterfly velocity that characterizes both diffusion and growth of chaos transverse to the anisotropic direction saturates a constant value in the IR which exceeds the bound given by the conformal value.
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1. Introduction. Quantum many body systems in three spatial dimensions with reduced rotational symmetry have important realizations in Nature such as the quark-gluon plasma produced in non-central heavy ion collisions, or condensed matter systems described by anisotropic spin models e.g. the anisotropic 3D Ising model. The rotational symmetry in such systems can be broken by application of an external source such as an electric or magnetic field in one direction as in the various condensed matter experiments, by the geometry of the setting as in non-central heavy ion collisions, or by intrinsic properties of the interaction as in case of the anisotropic spin models or the Weyl semimetals [1] .
Gauge-gravity duality [2] provides a natural avenue to study anisotropic QFTs in the presence of strong interactions. Most of the early gauge-gravity literature on anisotropic systems focuses either on scale-invariant systems or non-conformal but charged plasmas. Only the following three special cases have been studied: (i) initially conformal invariant systems where the isotropy and conformal symmetry is broken by the same mechanism, for example by a source that depends on a spatial direction as in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . (ii) Lifshitz invariant systems with isotropy as in [11] . (iii) Non-conformal charged plasmas where the anisotropy is introduced by an external magnetic field in one spatial direction as in [12] [13] [14] .
In this paper we initiate a study of uncharged, nonconformal and anisotropic systems with strong interactions by means of the gauge-gravity duality. In particular, we consider a non-conformal, gapped and confining 4D SU(N ) gauge theory in the large-N limit, obtained by deforming a strongly interacting fixed point in the UV by means of a scalar operator O with scaling dimension ∆. We introduce the anisotropy by means of another operatorÕ that we choose to be marginal, with a coupling that depends on one of the spatial coordinates. We then study influence of anisotropy on RG flow at zero temperature and on the thermodynamic observables and transport coefficients at finite temperature. The gauge theory is realized in holography by the Einstein-Axion-Dilaton theory in 5 dimensions with a non-trivial potential for the dilaton. This potential can be chosen such that the vacuum state confines color and there exists a phase transition at finite T c above which a deconfined plasma state arises. This setting is similar to [3, 4] , however we replace the undeformed theory that was conformally invariant in these references with a non-conformal and confining gauge theory. An especially interesting question concerns how the confinement-deconfinement phase transition in such systems are affected by the degree of anisotropy. Studying the phase diagram of the theory in case of ∆ = 3 we discover that anisotropic deformation decreases the value of the confinement-deconfinement transition temperature. This is in accord with the recent lattice QCD findings [15] [16] [17] [18] that showed both the chiral symmetry restoration and deconfinement occur at lower temperatures in the presence of an external magnetic field, a phenomenon coined "inverse magnetic catalysis". Note that magnetic field also breaks the isotropy in a similar way as we do in our uncharged plasma. Our finding therefore brings a new twist in this story indicating that a similar phenomenon takes place even in plasmas with uncharged particles.
The vacuum state of the theory exhibits interesting behavior. In particular, in case of ∆ = 4 hence O marginal, the conformal symmetry in the UV is explicitly broken only by the space-dependence of the anisotropic deformationÕ [19] . In this case we find a non-trivial RG flow from the conformal fixed point in the UV to a Lifshitzlike hyperscaling violating theory in the IR with a range of possible dynamical and hyperscaling violating exponents z and θ whose values determined by the choice of arXiv:1708.05691v1 [hep-th] 18 Aug 2017 potentials in the dual gravitational theory. This freedom in the exponents z and θ is to be contrasted with the top-down constructions from IIB supergravity [3, 4] where one obtains a Lifshitz-like IR theory with a fixed dynamical exponent z = 3/2. The models we construct here therefore opens ground for richer phenomenological applications in strongly interacting plasma physics.
After describing the holographic Einstein-AxionDilaton theory and presenting the background solutions in the next section, we present the scaling solutions one obtains at the end of the RG flow in section 3 and work out the thermodynamics of the corresponding plasma in section 4. Finally in section 5 we compute the anisotropic shear viscosity and the butterfly velocities as functions of temperature in these scaling solutions and provide a discussion and outlook of our findings in section 6.
2. Holographic setup. The gravitational theory dual to our anisotropic field theory is defined by the EinsteinAxion-Dilaton action with generic potentials V and Z for the dilaton field φ that determine the dilaton potential energy and the coupling to the axion field χ:
Crucially, the ansatz with axion linear in one of the field theory directions,
automatically satisfies the equations of motion and breaks isotropy while preserving translation invariance. The solution is asymptotically AdS near the boundary r → 0 where A → − log r, f → 1, h → 0 and φ → j r 4−∆ . This solution generally corresponds to a non-conformal gauge theory whose IR dynamics dominated by the stress tensor T µν dual to the metric and a scalar operator O ∼ TrF 2 , similar to the scalar glueball operator in QCD (when it is marginal), here dual to the field φ. We call the source of this operator j. The theory is in turn deformed by a space-dependent theta termÕ ∼ θ(x 3 )TrF ∧ F dual to the field χ. The 5D Einstein-Axion-Dilaton theory can be realized in terms of D3/D7 branes in IIB string theory when V = 12 and Z = e 2φ [3] [4] [5] . In this case the underlying field theory is conformal. We are however interested in non-conformal, in particular confining gauge theories that follow from a more generic choice of the potentials V and Z [20, 21] . A choice of the form [22, 23] 
− 6 σ 2 , corresponds to a gauge theory with a scalar operator of scaling dimension ∆ that confines color in the vacuum state for σ ≥ 2/3 [21] .
We first observe that the holographic version of the ctheorem [24] in QFT (or rather the "a-theorem" in 4D [25] ) has a natural generalization in the anisotropic holographic theories. Introducing the domain-wall coordinate du = exp(A(r))dr in (3) we find that
which follows directly from the Einstein's equations for the ansatz (3). The expression inside the curly brackets is monotonically decreasing. Note that this quantity reduces to dA/du in the isotropic limit h → 0, which is indeed the holographic analog of the a-function [24] .
3. Scaling solutions in the IR. The RG energy scale of the dual QFT in the ground state is determined by the scale factor A of the metric (3) in gauge-gravity duality [26] , which exhibits a non-trivial dependence on the holographic coordinate r when the potentials V and Z are not constant. The IR region r → ∞ corresponds to small values of exp(A) where the dilaton grows [27] monotonically [20] . In this limit V ∼ 6 e σφ for σ ≥ 0. Let us focus on the case when the operator O is marginal, hence ∆ = 4 [28] . Here, and throughout the paper we set the source for this operator j = 0 in the marginal case. We can derive the following scaling solutions in the IR limit r 1/a [29] ,
whereL, c 1 and c 2 are constants depending on z and θ, which are given in terms of γ and σ as
For θ = 0 the solution exhibits a Lifshitz-like scaling
For θ = 0, the metric (7) has the hyperscaling violation property and transforms covariantly under (10) as
When the IR theory is connected to a heat bath, one obtains the finite temperature version of the scaling metric, which is now a black-brane with blackening factor
where r H is the location of the horizon. The black-brane metric is obtained by multiplying the dt 2 term by f and the dr 2 term by 1/f in (7) in the limit 1/a r r H . The Hawking temperature of the theory follows from requiring the absence of a conical singularity at the horizon,
and transforms as T → λ −1 T under (10) . The entropy density of the plasma in the IR is obtained from the area of the horizon,
where c IR is a constant. Finally, we note that the values z and θ (and hence γ and σ) are constrained by the bulk null energy condition as follows:
On top of this, the requirement of thermodynamic stability, in particular non-negativity of the specific heat
Combining these inequalities, we observe that for z ≥ 1 the value of θ is bounded from above θ ≤ θ
bound while for z ≤ 0 it is bounded from below θ ≥ θ (+) bound , with [31] 
The range 0 < z < 1 is forbidden altogether. In summary, one derives interesting universal bounds on the IR scaling behavior of strongly interacting anisotropic plasmas from holography.
4. Thermodynamics. One of our main motivations is to study anisotropic plasmas at finite temperature and in particular investigate the effect of anisotropy on the confinement-deconfinement transition in examples such as the QGP. Such questions pertaining thermal equilibrium can be answered by working out the free energy in the canonical ensemble, which, in the holographic description equals the Euclidean gravitational action (1) appended by the Gibbons-Hawking and counterterm actions, evaluated on-shell. We note that the counterterms in a generic Einstein-Axion-Dilaton theory were worked out in detail in [32] whose results we use but do not show here [33] . Alternatively, one can calculate the free energy directly by integrating the first law of thermodynamics dF = −SdT for j and a held fixed.
In figure 1 we plot the free energy, normalized by 1/N 2 , as a function of T for different choices of the anisotropy parameter a for the case of a confining gauge theory. We should divide the analysis in two cases for small a/j and 
and red (leftmost) curves respectively. The theory is chosen, σ = 2/3+1/10, γ = 1/5, δ = 3 such that it yields a confining gauge theory. The horizontal axis corresponds to the confining state. All other branches corresponds to the deconfined "plasma" phases in the gauge theory. The dominant phase of the theory is given by the "lowest" branch with smallest free energy. This phase is always a plasma phase (that we call "plasma I") at sufficiently high temperatures. As T is lowered, one encounters a single first order phase transition between this plasma phase and the confined phase, with F = 0, for smaller values a/j < 2.08. For the larger a/j > 2.08, as T is lowered, plasma I first turns into a second plasma phase (that we call "plasma II") at a first order transition (as shown in more detail in the upper inset) and then into the confined phase through another first order transition at a lower temperature (as shown in the lower inset).
large a/j as follows. For small a, up to a/j ≈ 2.08 there are three competing phases at finite temperature. First, there is the confining ground state heated up to temperature T . The free energy of this phase is O(1), therefore it corresponds to the horizontal axis F = 0 in the figure. The corresponding gravitational background is obtained from the black hole solution in (3) by sending the mass of the black-hole to zero, which in turn makes f = 1. This is the so-called thermal gas solution. Second, we observe two phases of free energy O(N 2 ) for small a/j. These are the deconfined, plasma phases corresponding to the black-hole solutions (3) with a non-trivial blackening factor f = 1. We note that, one of these solutions, the "small black hole" (upper branches in figure  1 for the choices a/j = 0 and 1) is always subdominant in the ensemble, hence can be ignored. Moreover this phase is thermodynamically unstable, with negative specific heat, as can directly be read from the figure as
On the other hand, the "big black hole" solution (lower branches in figure 1 for the choices a/j = 0 and 1) dominates the ensemble for temperatures T > T c . T c here is given by the point the curves cross F = 0. Therefore the system is in the deconfined phase above the critical temperature T c . This plasma phase is Phase diagram of the system in the anisotropy parameter a and temperature T . We observe two phases, confined and "plasma I", for choices a/j < 2.08. For larger choices there exist three phases, confined, "plasma I" and "plasma II". The curves (both blue and red) indicate the line of first order transitions. There is a tricritical point when the dashed and the solid curves meet.
denoted as "plasma I" in figure 2. Below T c the system is in the confined phase. This phase transition is of confinement/deconfinement type and it is of first order. All of this is in accordance with improved holographic QCD theory [34, 35] .
For large values of a/j, specifically for a/j > 2.08 the phase structure becomes more complicated. As shown in figure 1 for the choice a/j = 3, there exists now four different black hole branches with free energy O(N 2 ) instead of aforementioned two black hole solutions, the small and the big black holes for a/j < 2.08. It is apparent from figure 1 that two of them have positive specific heat, analog of the "big black hole" solution in the small a case. These two solutions are denoted as "plasma I" and "plasma II" in figure 2. There are two more black hole solutions with negative specific heat, analog of the "small black hole" solution in the small a case. As in the small a case, these are always subdominant in the ensemble and thermodynamically unstable, hence we can safely ignore them. As shown in figure 2 , there are now two phase transitions. There is the confinement/deconfinement type first order transition, analogous to the small a case, and there is a new first order transition between the two plasma phases at a higher critical temperature. Moreover, as shown in figure 2 all of these dominant phases, confined, plasma I and plasma II meet at a triple point at a ≈ 2.08, T /j = 0.36.
One essential observation is that the critical temperature T c between the confined and the deconfined phases decrease with increasing degree of anisotropy a. This behavior is clearly shown in figure 2 . This is interesting in connection to the problem of inverse magnetic catalysis [15] [16] [17] [18] . There it is observed that the chiral symmetry breaking temperature decreases with increasing degree of anisotropy, induced by an external magnetic field B. Assuming that the chiral phase transition and the confinement/deconfinement transition share the same features- this is apparent in the lattice studies [15] [16] [17] [18] -we find an interesting alternative explanation behind this phenomenon, that is just based on anisotropy of the medium, which in principle has nothing to do with the physics of charged particles i.e. the quarks.
Transport and Diffusion.
Hadron production in heavy ion collisions is in very good agreement with a hydrodynamic description of the quark-gluon plasma and characterization of the dissipative properties plays an important role in this agreement [36] . In particular, the shear viscosity to entropy ratio in the quark-gluon plasma, and the universal value η/s = 1/4π [37, 38] that follows from the holographic calculation in the strong coupling limit, have been central in understanding these dissipative properties. It is also well understood that this universal value is violated in anisotropic systems [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] for the shear component parallel to the anisotropic direction, η , whereas the shear viscosity on the plane transverse to the anisotropic direction η ⊥ still attains the universal value. A calculation shows that η can be obtained from the near-horizon form of the metric (3),
In figure 3 we show the behavior of this quantity for the case ∆ = 4. The curves are parametrized according to the properties of the IR geometry, a/T 1, i.e. the scaling exponents z and θ, but are valid for all values of a/T . We observe that the shear viscosity in the anisotropic direction is generally below the universal value η/s = 1/4π, which is attained in the UV. This is related to the fact that the function h(r) in (3) is positive definite for regular solutions. On the other hand, in the IR limit one obtains the following analytic expression,
The power of a/T is independent of the hyperscaling violation exponent θ. However, θ determines the allowed range of z through (15)- (17); e.g. for the Lifshitz-like theories (θ = 0), the exponent is in the range (−2, 0]. More generally, the bounds imply that the power is always negative (for z = 1) so η in the deep IR takes parametrically low values approaching zero.
Another interesting dissipative phenomenon is momentum diffusion, which is related to the dissipation through shear via an Einstein relation. In holographic theories, there is a set of fundamental scales characterizing diffusion, the time scale τ L ∼ 1/T and the "butterfly velocity" v B [44] , both entering in the diffusion constant as D ∼ v 2 B /k B T . They also happen to control the chaotic growth of the commutator [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . These two seemingly unrelated concepts, chaotic behavior and diffusion can be related holographically through the near horizon dynamics where both the diffusion constant and the two scales τ L and v B are calculated. Interestingly, the butterfly velocity provides a natural notion of a "light cone" even for non-relativistic systems. Very recently it was argued that v B acts as a low-energy Lieb-Robinson velocity [48] . In anisotropic theories, there are two notions of butterfly velocities, v B and v B⊥ , corresponding to the parallel and transverse directions, respectively [44] . These can be obtained by following how an excitation at x = 0 sent from the asymptotically AdS boundary and becomes exponentially boosted at the horizon, backreacts on the geometry. This solution solves the Poisson equation on the curved geometry with the delta-function source δ( x) and with an effective mass term, that corresponds to the screening length µ or µ ⊥ in the corresponding plasma. On the background (3) one finds,
and corresponding butterfly velocities v 2 B = (2πT ) 2 /µ 2 . In the UV they both approach the conformal value v 2 B = 2/3, while in the IR one obtains
These expressions are to be contrasted with the butterfly velocities for isotropic theories with hyperscaling violation [44, 48] . In these works it was found that they scale generically as v figure 4 . We observe that, for sufficiently large values of a/T both velocities become smaller as one decreases θ or increases z, while the parallel component is affected more. This is similar to the conclusion we made for η /s above. However this behavior is reversed for smaller choices of a. We note that, even though the velocities seem to stay below the conformal value in this figure, as discussed in the previous paragraph, v 6. Discussion. In this work we have uncovered several novel properties of strongly coupled anisotropic systems both in the ground state and at finite temperature. In the case of confining plasmas, we found that the confinement-deconfinement phase transition temperature decreases with the degree of anisotropy. We also discovered that this line of first order transitions ends at a second order point at a specific value of the anisotropic parameter. The fact that T c (a) decreases with a resembles the phenomenon of inverse magnetic catalysis where both the confinement-deconfinement and the chiral phase transition temperatures decrease with the magnetic field B. The main difference is that there are no charged fermionic degrees of freedom in our case; our plasma is neutral. Given that the magnetic field also introduces anisotropy in case of the charged plasma and extrapolating our finding to that case, we suggest the possibility that the anisotropy by itself could instead be the main cause of inverse magnetic catalysis. This conjecture is to be contrasted with other proposed mechanisms, based on the fermionic contribution to the path integral [50, 51] .
Quite interestingly, our proposal, the fact that anisotropy itself may be responsible for inverse magnetic catalysis can be checked by (anisotropic) lattice calculations. We also uncovered a somewhat complicated phase diagram, shown in figure 2. While, for small anisotropy a/j < 2.08 there is a single first order phase transition in T between a deconfined plasma phase and a confined phase, there exists two separate plasma phases, denoted by plasma I and plasma II and a confined phase for a/j > 2.08. These three phases are connected through two first order transitions in T . It is not clear to us how to completely characterize the two separate plasma phases, apart from noting that they have different entropies. In particular it will be very important to find an order parameter for the phase transition between the two, depicted by the red curve in figure 2.
We also found that the anisotropic field theory in the ground state flows to scaling solutions in the IR, characterized by dynamical and hyperscaling violating exponents z and θ. The theory is thermodynamically stable for a wide range of these exponents. We also obtained a generalization of the holographic c-theorem valid for the anisotropic plasmas in equation (6) . It would be interesting to work out the implications of this in anisotropic field theories, and to provide a proof directly in quantum field theory.
At finite temperature the entropy of the anisotropic IR theory scales with T with exponent 2 + (1 − θ)/z. This is to be contrasted with the exponent in the isotropic case (3 − θ)/z. Finally we studied the shear viscosity and diffusion on the anisotropy plane and found that the first can be parametrically lower than the so called universal result 1/4π and in particular decreases with increasing z and decreasing θ. The latter is lower than the conformal result v 2 B = 2/3 for intermediate values of anisotropy but may exceed it for larger anisotropy. This violates the bound derived and proposed in [52] and [53] . There is no contradiction however, since these papers assumed isotropy. In addition, we find that the butterfly velocity transverse to the anisotropic direction v 2 B⊥ stays below another bound v 2 B⊥ = 3/4 in 4 dimensions, that is attained in the limit z → ∞. It will be interesting to figure out the field theoretic reason behind these observations. It will also be interesting to find realization of our findings in physical systems. In connection to this we refer to [54, 55] as way to measure the anisotropic shear viscosity of a strongly interacting, ultra-cold, unitary Fermi gas confined in a harmonic trap.
